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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the October edition of Australian Videocamera. Over the last few months, there has certainly been a plethora of hardware
releases across the entire spectrum.
In the camera world, we have had new models appear from Fujifilm, GoPro, and Sony along with announcements of major new
models from Canon and Panasonic.
The first three we have managed to get in our hot little hands and played with, and the results you’ll see here. The latter we won’t see
until later in the year and we are endeavouring to get review units to both Steve Turner and David Smith who are the experts in this
area of the high end cinema cameras.
In the ancillary hardware area, we review the latest update to an old favourite, the \ Logickeyboard Astra keyboard (for Vegas Pro
in this instance), test the DJI OM4 smartphone stabiliser / gimbal, play with the latest from those audio wizards Sennheiser with the
sensational new MKE200 and review the Google Pixel 4a smartphone (with its video / photo attributes the focus – pardon the pun).
I also have a look at the Flashforge Adventurer 3 3D printer and explore how such a device can be utilised and integrated into a video
and filmmaking environment.
Finally, we have not one, but TWO major interviews.
The first is with DOP Jim Frater who is tasked with making what you see on the screen look absolutely fantastic in the very popular
ABC TV series, “The Heights”. Jim tells us how it is shot and edited and the issues of shooting in a remote location like Perth in Western Australia. A second part deals with the lenses used in the shooting of the show.
Secondly, we hooked up with Michael Stoddart the Director of Digital Media Enterprises along with Jon Barrie, Strategic Development
Manager Creative Cloud, Adobe A/NZ to discuss what, how and where Adobe is going in the future, specifically with its video and
film editing and associated packages.
Worldwide we are still in somewhat uncertain times, socially, politically, and of course on the medical front.
At Australian Videocamera we trust all readers are safe and well, and urge you to continue to follow the appropriate guidelines so we
can all get through this as fast as possible, with the least disruption, and reboot doing what we love.
That is, making people laugh, cry, reflect, have cause for discussion and above all, marvel at the skills we have to give them these
emotions on the back of fabulous film and video content.
Take care everyone.
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EDITORIAL

New products from Australia
and around the world.
DJI Unveils DJI RS2 and RSC 2 Pro
Camera Stabiliser
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Starting today, Max Lens Mod, which
launched with the new HERO9 Black
camera in September, is shipping on
GoPro.com for $159.95 AUD or at a
30% discount for GoPro subscribers.

more portable, meeting the needs of
mirrorless and more compact camera operators.

DJI has expanded the legacy of the
highly popular and prestigious DJI DJI RS 2 intro: https://www.youtube.
Ronin series, by introducing the re- com/watch?v=BA2RRqpDIS8
branded DJI RS 2 and DJI RSC 2.
DJI RSC 2 intro: https://www.youtube.
Redesigned and reimagined, both com/watch?v=MVpPjQOvvao
systems offer the filmmaking and
content creation community an ex- Max Lens Mod for GoPro HERO9 Black
tremely robust, versatile, and profes- Now Shipping
sional 3-axis camera gimbal for their We have been chipping at GoPro for
various needs.
some months now about the promDJI RS 2 brings added strength and
agility to creators using heavier camera systems such as DSLR and compact cinema cameras. At the same
time, DJI RSC 2 was created to be

an earlier model, tough.

ised "MODS" for the Hero Black ecosphere.
Finally some apparent good news.
The Max Lens Mod is finally shipping,
but only for the Hero 9 so if you have

FUJIFILM Introduces the X-S10 Mirrorless Digital Camera
FUJIFILM Australia Pty Ltd has announced the launch of FUJIFILM X-S10
, the newest addition to the X Series
family of compact and lightweight
mirrorless digital cameras that deliver exceptional image quality. The

EDITORIAL
X-S10 will be available in mid-November with a variety of lens kit options.

Panasonic LUMIX BGH1: New BoxStyle Mirrorless Cinema Camera

of additional peripherals for camera
control, and has fittings to attach accessories such as cages, gimbals and
Panasonic has announced the rehandles.
lease of its first box-style cinema
camera, the LUMIX BGH1 Digital Sin- Supporting today’s flourishing streamgle Lens Mirrorless Camera.
ing and broadcast opportunities, the
According to the press release, the
BGH1 offers professional movie makers and documentary cinematographers/videographers a professional
cinema camera in a small cube form
factor that is easy to install in a wide
range of scenarios. It supports tight
shots requiring a camera that can fit
into a limited space, the connection

Equipped with top features, including the 26.1MP X-TransTM CMOS 4
sensor, the high-speed image processing engine, X-Processor 4and InBody Image Stabilisation (IBIS), the
X-S10 offers maximum functionality in
a compact body

compact, lightweight LUMIX BGH1
has high expandability with multicamera control of up to 12 units. Its
versatile operation includes shooting
mounted on drones, IP remote control, direct live streaming and more.
More details can be found here.

Atomos announces up to 4Kp30
ProRes RAW from Nikon Z 7II and Z 6II
mirrorless cameras

See the full story here.

See all this info here.
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GoPro has
added Big
Boy's Pants to
its latest Hero
Black, #9

And recently, the GoPro mob released the latest iteration in its lineup, the Hero 9 Black claiming this
new model has “more everything”.

The battery is bigger too (and therefore batteries from older models are
not compatible) and is said to give a
30% better life than previously, alongside cold weather performance beBut is the Hero 9 a major leap forward
ing improved.
in GoPro-dom or just a polishing of
the edges of previous models?

What’s New

Also brand new is the 23.6
megapixel image sensor, employing 5K
video and 20 megapixel photos together with an
updated version

“HERO9 Black reflects our commitment to delivering what our customers have been asking for, including
he term GoPro has be- more value for their money,” said
come synonymous with Nicholas Woodman, GoPro’s foundof GoPro’s stathe “action camera” genre er and CEO. “HERO9 Black is a beast
bilising system,
in much the same way a vacuum of a product”, he said.
HyperSmooth,
cleaner became a “Hoover”, cling
now at verwrap became “Gladwrap” and It is certainly physically bigger than sion 3.0. An
any fast setting epoxy is “Super- the model 7 or 8 as the attached o p t i o n a l
photo shows, and this has been done
Glue”.
to accommodate a new full colour a c c e s s o Even DJI hijacking the term “action
1.4” front display complementing the ry, MaxLens
cam” (as did Sony) to try and nail the
further
also larger 2.27” rear display. Unlike Mod,
phrase to their own mastheads didn’t
the rear display however, the front enhances this by
deter the mass population from callone is not touch enabled. In fact the upping the ante to Max
ing all cameras of this type a “GoHero 9 is a fully 30g heavier and 6mm HyperSmooth video stabilizaPro”.
tion, as well as adding the Max Suwider.
perView ultra wide-angle photo and

T
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video to HERO9 Black.

RAW capabilities.

There is also a new Horizon Levelling
s y s tem.

The inbuilt TimeWarp system has also
been upped to version 3 and 1080p
streaming has been added as has a
new webcam mode (like everyone
else, GoPro is jumping on the webcam bandwagon).

(The fact that GoPro Mods were
announced
back last
year
and
a s
w e
have
y e t
to see
a n y
at this
stage
makes
this
last
point a bit
moot. We’ll
have to wait
and see I’d suggest).
Also in the Hero 9 Black are SuperPhoto + HDR Night lapse video and

and you be able to utilise the 120
and 240fps as before, so no change
there.

In the video settings you’ll find some
new PowerTools options – Scheduled
Capture, Duration and Hindsight. It
doesn’t take a very stable genius to
work out that Scheduled Capture is
BUT.
to get the GoPro Hero 9 Black to start
Live streaming and webcam model videoing auto-tragically at a specific
are only allowed via the USB-C port time, and Duration is to set how long
as the HDMI port has not been re- to video for, but Hindsight?
turned to the Hero 9, this only being
available by the ubiquitous MOD sys- Surely it cannot go Back in time a la
tem mentioned earlier (the not yet Dr Who?
available MediaMOD).
Nope.
Whilst for many this may not be too
much of an issue, if you take your
streaming / vlogging seriously by using a device such as the Blackmagic
Design ATEM Mini Pro, then this is an
obvious disadvantage.

Simply put, when Hindsight is turned
on, it records in a 30 second loop before you have pressed the shutter release. When awaiting something this
can be useful – a lightning storm is
the obvious one, or perhaps a sportNow, this new 5K res does not im- ing event – but of course battery life
prove on the fps. You’ll only get 30fps is accordingly challenged, so I would
out of that, but the 4K will give you not be leaving it on permanently.
60fps. Drop down to 2.7K and 1080p Voice control is still there too, alPAGE 7

CAMCORDER
though I haven’t ever really managed to be totally successful with it.
Your mileage may vary.

There are also some handy pop out
reference cards, a discount voucher
for your
next

The Hero 9 Black now has 14 commands in 11 languages and 6 accents, But no Scottish, sorry.

But GoPro has taken away something that not one person will lament; those stupid plastic cases the
camera came in that I defy anyone
to open without destroying it.
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How a camera feels and what the resultant imagery looks like is very subjective. One man’s ceiling is another
man’s floor and all that.
I like the bigger screen of the Hero
9 Black as the menus are easier to
read, and joy of joys, it can also be
read in bright sunlight (which many
know is a major bug bear of mine).
The touch screen also seems more responsive and I am not now plagued
by that incessant “Locked Screen”
message which annoyed the hell out
of me on my Hero 8, and I never quite
found a way to get rid of.

One thing that IS back though is the
removable lens cover. Much loved
by the GoPro faithful to protect the
fragile glass, this was taken away in
earlier models much to the howls of
the masses, so this is a Good Thing.

Instead mine came in a dinky zip
up case that included an extender
mount (that sadly didn’t double as a
tripod, spare battery, spring loaded
clamp (straight from the GoPro Zeus
Mini light we love and use daily), a
single sticky mounting point and extra articulated mounts and screw
locks.

In Use

GoPro and accessories and a subscription offer to GoPro (the old GoPro Plus has been rebadged to simply “GoPro”).

Textures appear to my eyes to be
sharper – especially moving water
– and colour definition seems to be
slightly improved over the 8 and other earlier models.
Of course 5K is a bit of a misnomer
as very few devices can actually
playback 5K video so you will not
be shooting in 5K to do that. No, 5K

CAMCORDER
means you have wriggle room for
cropping so you still have genuine
4K footage which is the (almost) de
facto standard these days.

and the Media MOD (giving me access to HDMI, external mic input and
a cold shoe).

The new MODS – if and
when available – will
further the power and
usability of the GoPro Hero 9 Black and
we await with bated
breath to see and play
with them. These also
give a huge advantage over the competitors – particularly those
from Sony and DJI.
Sorry, cheapie GoPro
“knock offs” are not at
all in the same realm as the
“real things” so I don’t even count
them as competitors.
If you have MODS from the Hero 8 by
the way, they are compatible, but I
have yet to meet anyone who has
successfully acquired any. I am particularly interested in the MAX lens

Cam (which also does not have
HDMI by the way or any way to get it
I am aware of), and the bonus of the
bigger battery and removable lens
cover are welcome.
The one accessory I consider a must have is the
rubberised “sleeve” available with a lanyard attachment to hang the camera
around your neck, and this
is the first I will be buying regardless.

Conclusion
Overall, the Hero 9 Black is a worthy
successor to the 8. The new features
are not just a cosmetic upgrade but
truly additional functionality.

(A quick call to local retailers has drawn a blank by
the way, with all saying they
have no idea when accessories may be available even
though they have them on order.
Actual Hero 9 Black cameras are
available though).
You can buy the GoPro Hero 9 Black
for AUD$699. For more information,
see https://gopro.com/en/au/

The addition of the front screen is
a major catch up to the DJI Action
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With the ZV-1, Sony has
entered the huge and
lucrative webcam market with a vengeance.

A

year ago the word “webcam” meant (usually)
something from a company like Logitech, was probably
made of plastic, had little in the
way of “proper” camera features and was
relatively cheap.
The major use was
chatting
to friends
and family via so-
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cial media such as Facebook and
the business world was not really that
interested in the concept.
Today, due to the dreaded BeerBug™,

major players in the camera / camcorder game are falling over themselves to not only make dedicated or
semi-dedicated webcams, but also
release software that adapts existing
models to the idea of webcamming
– also called vlogging.
Additionally, software such as Zoom
and Microsoft Teams is being used
on an enormous scale to connect
home-bound workers to try and keep
the wheels of industry greased and
the engine room humming.
Sony is of course one of the manufacturers who have leapt on the bandwagon, and its main strike weapon
is the recently released ZV-1, a 20Mp
camera / camcorder that shoots
4K / 30p or 1080p / 120p using a
1” sensor that is also capable of
960fps when
r e -

CAMCORDER
quired.
The built-in lens is a 24mm – 70mm
equivalent F1.8-2.8mm.

In Use
The ZV-1 is quite
small,
easily
operated
by one hand
which is a useful asset when
taking selfies
of course, if
you must. The
swing out 3” articulated touch
screen is bright
and whilst not
brilliant in strong
sunlight, is passable and certainly
better than many other cameras /
camcorders we have tested over the
years.
There is no EVF, which as usual, we
deplore.

A Mode button on the top plate on the
ZV-1 lets you quickly switch between
the various modes available using an
on screen touch menu and there is
also a very clever – and quite simply

brill i a n t
–
memory
recall function letting you customise
complex combinations of settings, as
well as the shooting mode including
exposure, image quality and so on,

and easily switch between these various settings.

Annoying
One thing that did annoy us though
is
that
the
touchscreen
can only be
used for focus when in
video mode.
The
single
control wheel
on the rear of
the ZV-1 is for
shutter speed
and aperture
in both video
and still mode,
so if you are in
selfie mode with
the touch screen swivelled
toward you, to make any other
changes other than focus, you need
to gain access to the rear of the
camera.
Having said that, the auto focus is excellent.
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The top of the ZV-1 also has a single
C1 button which is by default set to
a defocus background, again useful
for selfie / vlogging. A second button
(called C2 not surprisingly) defaults
to a “Product Showcase” mode
whereby the ZV-1 will auto-tragically
pull into focus anything entering the
frame and defocus any faces that
are already in frame.

ZV-1 has a directional mic aboard
adjacent to the hot shoe on the top
of the camera.

If you wish to use an external mic such
as the new Sennheiser MKE200, there
is a separate port on the side of the
ZV-1 along with USB-C (which is used
to charge the camera battery and
you’ll get around 250 shots / charge)
and an HDMI port. Bluetooth and WiOther scene selection modes include fi are available for image transfer.
Pet, Beauty Effects, Night Scene and
Conclusion
Night Portrait.
The ZV-1 has a retail price of
If you prefer your shooting to be more $1299, which in the realm of webmanual, standard PASM modes are cams is high. But of course, the
available, and for those with ac- ZV-1 is not just a webcam; it doucess to an HDR capable display, HLG bles up quite nicely as a standshooting is also catered for.
alone camera and camcorder in its
More “advanced” tools such as ze- own right.
bra and focus peaking are standard
on the ZV-1 as well as S-Log 2/3 for
those of us who like playing around
with footage in post.

Ergo, if you have a need for a webcam camera for use in Zoom, Teams
or whatever, or vlogging in Twitch
etc, and also want a lightweight
Of course for vlogging, audio is a ma- and capable portable camcorder /
jor component of the overall, and the camera, the Sony ZV-1 makes for a
very good choice.
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If you do intend on vlogging with the
ZV-1, may we also suggest you invest
in the Sony wireless shooting grip as it
will make your life a lot easier to boot.
For more details, go to https://www.
sony.com.au/electronics/cybershot-compact-cameras/zv-1

No matter who you are or what you do, Pro Tools | Ultimate offers timesaving tools to streamline your creative workflow,
providing advanced editing, mixing, and automation tools for those working in more demanding production environments.
Whether you’re making music or producing soundtracks for picture—on your own or collaboratively with others in the
cloud or in the studio—Pro Tools | Ultimate maximizes your efficiency, so you can stay inspired and focused to deliver
your best work possible.
Power your sound with the tools that power the industry. Contact Digistor, your Avid Elite Reseller for more information:
Call 02 9431 6000 or visit, www.digistor.com.au/avid

Now create

3

years

1990–2020

© 2020 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid, the Avid logo, and Pro Tools | Ultimate are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Canon and Nikon have
historically ruled the "big
body" camera market.
Fujifilm is changing that.

T

here is no shortage of
cameras you can buy today in the range between
$2500 - $3000 (body only). Canon and Nikon of course immediately spring to mind, and Panasonic and Sony are in there too
with their mirrorless offerings.

And fair enough too.
But if you are looking at moving up
to high end mirrorless camera, have
a look at the models available from
Fujinon too.

For years, Fujinon has been famed
for its lenses, and with good reason
The diehards for the first two brands as many a TV station will attest, but
will no doubt stay in their respective the company also makes damn
camps, not the least due to the fact fine cameras too, and the one we
of a huge investment in lenses and are playing with at the moment is
the XT-4.
other things.
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(We reviewed the X-T200 back in July
you may remember).

Overview
So what do you get for your $2899
(body only)? Let’s have a brief look
at the major technical specifications
first.
The heart of any cam-

CAMCORDER
era body is the sensor, and the XT-4
has a 23.5mm x 15.6mm APC-C X-

Stills up to 6240 x 4160 pixels are possible as is 4K video at 60p. 14 bit RAW

Trans CMOS 4 sensor giving an effective 26.1 megapixels. There is inbody stabilisation, a battery rated at
500 shots per charge (which can be
done vie the integrated USBC)

is possible for stills. You can also shoot
in super slo-mo at 240 fps (HD only)
and you have film simulation modes
at your fingertips.
Storage is to dual SD – ideally SDXC
for the optimum - cards up to 32GB,
and the XT-4 uses the ubiquitous Fujifilm X Mount as you’d expect.
You can shoot sequentially from
one card to the other or to
both simultaneously, effectively giving you a backup. Or you
can shoot stills to one card and
video to the other.
The viewfinder is 0.5inches with
approx. 3.69 million pixels and the
LCD monitor is a 3.0 inch touch
screen hinged at the edge and
rotatable.
There is a lot more of course, but
I see little point in retyping something that is available in-depth
here. Of more import is how this

stuff all comes together in my opinion.
Being a Videocamera publication,
I am going to sway more to this aspect of the XT-4 than its still shooting
capability.

Modes
Of course, if you can shoot in 4K you
mostly will, and the X-T4 will let you
shoot up to 30 minutes (20 minutes for
50 / 60p shooting). I found the quality is excellent indeed (and expected
no less it has to be said) and the 5 axis
image stabilisation worked a treat. If
you need a bit more, you can add
digital stabilisation as well, but will suffer a 10% crop accordingly.
Two extra modes are available, Boost
IS (giving maximum possible correction and assuming the camera is
locked off) and Fix Movie Crop Magnification, letting you shoot everything from high-speed 1080 and stabilized 4K/60p through to 4K/24p with
consistent framing with a 1.29 crop.
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One thing we did like is a dedicated
switch to instantly flick from video to
still mode and back again.
Like the X-T200 we reviewed back
in July, the X-T4 has a dedicated Q
menu, and the video mode gets its
very own one distinct from the stills
Q menu. This allows you
to customise the
menu / interface structure to your
heart’s
content
up to 16
settings

grey
parent

over either
a
or
transbackground.

Settings in movie made (and therefore keeping them totally separate
from any stills settings you have) can
be split between a combo of onscreen controls and the dials. An example would be having aperture on
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screen but shutter speed on the front
dial and say ISO on the rear.

The ergonomics as we have stated
many times are just not suited for this
type of video work in our opinion, unAudio
less you are tripod mounted or have
For audio, which by now you all know some fancy (and expensive) cage rig
we insist is as important as the video, to mimic the dedicated camcorder.
the X-T4 has a line-level audio input.
This hugely increases the possibilities And no image stabilisation system will
for audio gathering. We tried the X-T4 adapt to the rapid movements sport
with Sennheiser’s new MKE200 mic shooting needs. There is no AF tracking in video mode either in the X-T4
and got superb results by the way.
adding to the difficulty in this particuThere is no headphone socket by the lar discipline.
way, which is a little baffling, but you
can get an adaptor to convert the Having said that, the X-T4 makes for
USB-C to a 3.5” socket at Jaycar. The a superb video camera in this body
USB-C port is also used for charging style for every other type of shooting,
– there is no separate charging port. and one we can recommend over
many other brands and models withConclusion
out hesitation.
Our X-T4 is paired to a Fujinon 1655mm zoom lens and feels nicely balanced in the hand, with the physical controls all easily accessible. As
always though we do not subscribe
to using this camera form for handheld sport shooting unless you want
severe muscles cramps and spasms.

If you are looking in this range at
models from say Sony or Panasonic,
take the time to look at the X-T4 as
well. You will be more than pleasantly surprised I suspect.
See fujifilm-x.com/en-au/products/
cameras/x-t4/ for more info.

The Heights

INTERVIEW
AV: “The Heights” is shot with Panasonic EVA 1s as I understand it.
What advantage did the EVA 1 have
over any other model or brand?
JF:
Both series of “The Heights”
where shot with the Panasonic Eva
1. The camera fitted the bill perfectly. It was light, small, 5.7k sensor, good in low light , dual ISO, and
stabilised, great on the shoulder.
Our show is 90 percent handheld
so those things were really important. I also loved the skin tones that
the camera produced. All Eva 1
cameras used Zacuto Gradical Eye
viewfinders, Tilta Nucleus M Fiz Lens
controls.
AV:

“The Heights” is a “soap opera” produced by the ABC (Australian
Broadcasting Corporation) and shot in Perth Western Australia.
Australian Videocamera had the opportunity to have a chat with
the Director of Photography (DOP) Jim Frater on how the series
is shot, on what, how it is edited and the issues of shooting in a remote city like Perth.
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How many were used on set?

JF:
In season 1 we used 4 x Eva 1
cameras 2 X GH5 s. The GH5 s where
used as small cameras to be placed
where the Eva 1 couldn’t fit. In ovens, shelves above beds and small
spaces, and one was also on a small
Steadicam. Eva 1 cameras where
in handheld setup and one would

INTERVIEW
AV:

also
swing
onto
a
Steadicam. On
a split day ( 2 crews
of 2 camera teams)
each needing a Steadicam option.
Most cameras used in 1 scene was
6. Most scenes we used 4 Eva 1's
regularity. In Season 2 we lost the
GH5s and got a 5 Eva 1.

What lens(es) were used?

JF:
Season 1 we used Sigma Cine
Lenses EF mount zooms, 18mm35mm , 50mm-100mm , 14mm
Sigma prime,135mm Sigma Prime.
Canon USM II 70-200mm.
In Season 2, I switched to PL
mount Fujinon lenses 19-90 Cabrio, Fujinon ZK 14-35mm, Fujinon
Zk 85-300mm with a Black Satin
1 Filter on them. The Sigma were
great, but I need the range and
found that we would be around
the 50mm mark so the Fuji meant
less lens changes and I also like he
look of them.
AV:

Later, Panasonic GH5s were
also used. Was this for a specific
purpose or look?
JF:

We didn’t use them on Sea-

son 2 as we got another Eva 1 to
mount on the Steadicam permanently. But in Season 1 they were
our get out of jail cameras. I pulled
them out as needed and when I
needed a extra camera.

AV:

Which lenses were used with

the GH5s?
JF:
Used
Metabo-

a

nes MFT to
EF
speed
booster so we
could use the EF
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INTERVIEW
had great access to locations that
are not often seen on Australian tv
drama, and of course the weather.
Location wise we stayed within 45
mins from the ABC studios.
AV: Did shooting in Perth cause
any logistical issues considering
many (except those of us who live
here) consider it “remote”
JF:
My only concern was if we
had gear failure and needing to
ship a replacement over, with the
time difference and distance, it’s a
2-day turnaround, otherwise no issues.
AV: Over what period was it shot
(say series 1).

lenses. Wanted to keep the lenses ent to any other drama shot before.
Firstly 4 camera setup on all scenes,
the same.
camera operators did their own
AV: What were the advantages of focus unless on Steadicam. Sets
shooting in Perth?
where just camera operators and
JF:
Advantages where access actors, no boom swingers, and just
and crewing, this show was differ- the first AD. I don’t think this would
have happened anywhere else. We
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JF:
Series 1 & 2 were shot in 15
weeks. We had a week in the middle to reset but in truth we still shot
most of those days, usually establishers and stylistic pickups. And that
is 30, half hour episodes for each series. We averaged 11 minutes a day
with no overtime, on a 10hr day.

In Season 1, our record was 13 min
50 seconds and we finished 45 min
early. That was a hard day.
AV: How long is a typical shoot?
Do you knock over a full episode
before moving on or are there sessions shot of multiple pieces to camera stitched together later in post?
JF:
In Season 1 we shot 2eps per
week, in Season 2 we shot 4 eps over
2 weeks so on any day we could be
covering scenes from 4 eps. Was Hayley Wilson 2nd AC/Video Split
a lot to take on board sometimes,
We also had media students
and these series and eps are across
in the camera department rotating
4 or more directors.
every week doing work experience.
AV: How many on the shooting They were from TAFE, Screen Academy and Notre Dame Uni. Think it
crew?
important for them to gain real exJF:
The camera crew consisted
perience on a working set with a
of myself as DOP, Ian Batt B cambusy crew.
era op/Split Crew 2nd DOP, Claire
Leach C camera op, Ben Berk- AV: What system is used for edhouse D camera op/ 1st AC (Se- iting (eg AVID, Final Cut X, Adobe
ries 1), Meredith Linsday D camera Premiere etc)
op/1st AC (series 2) Paolo Feliciano
1st AC, David Manners 2nd AC,

JF:
The show was cut on 2 Avid
suites set up at the ABC studios in

East Perth a well as our post and
grading setup. I would sit with the
grader over a couple of lunchtimes
during the eps, and get the look
started. We shoot in 1920 by 1080
25p Vlog 400 Intra MOV. We created a general Lut for monitoring and
went from there.
AV:
“The Heights” has been an
ABC success story showing there
is still room for a thoughtful, well
scripted and acted “soap” – especially as it shows a lot of diversity. Is
there to be ongoing series’
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INTERVIEW

JF:
At the moment there is no
series 3 scheduled for production
but with both series being bought
by BBC and receiving great reviews
and building a good daytime audience I can only hope it does continue.
AV: If so, will you continue with
the EVA1s? And the GH5s? Will there
be any additions to the camera(s)
used?
JF:
In simple terms, probably not,
the bang for buck was to good.
And if it ain't broke then why fix it.
Seriously the cameras did everything we asked and more, they
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never left us wanting. They held
their skin tones in some extreme
situations, and no other camera
matched them in budget, size and
ease of use though the whole process from recording to edit to final
delivery. I am still amazed that they
don’t get a bigger wrap, they slip
in under the radar and just stand
up, everyone that has come across
them likes them. We tried the usual
suspects and I am so glad Panasonic sent me a camera to test in the
beginning, because it stood out as
a contender from day 1. Even post
liked it.
AV:

Anything else to add?

JF:
No camera is perfect, and
there is not one camera for all occasions, but on The Heights the
camera was the Panasonic EVA 1,
it was like it was built for that show.
Long days handheld, Steadicam
15 weeks. So light, nimble and featured packed. And as I said before
it wasn’t perfect, we needed a
viewfinder, bigger battery. But the
features it had were awesome 422
10 bit, timecode in/out, SD card
media to mention a few.
I believe it was the first drama
to consistently shoot with 4 handheld cameras all the time, and to
also have 2 female operators full
time as well. I loved that it was experimental in the way it was shot
and crewed and to be done in
Perth was a huge bonus and also
major reason for its success. It was
a pleasure to be the DOP and work
with so many amazing creative individuals. It was like family. I am looking forward to the next instalment
hopefully soon.

INTERVIEW

The
Lenses...
As mentioned in the interview, in
the 2nd season of "The Heights",
Jim Frater chose to use Fujinon
Premier Cabrio series lenses,
specifically the ZK14mm-35mm
and the ZK 85mm-300mm units.
We thought it would be interesting for our readers to give some
more detail on these lenses, which
as Jim Frater said, matched so
beautifully with the Panasonic
EVA 1

Fujinon Premier Cabrio 13-35mm
The PL 14-35mm Cabrio lens has a
detachable digital servo drive. The
Cabrio can be used as a self-contained ENG-style lens or cine style
lens. Cinematographers will also be
right at home with this lens. With the
detachable drive removed, the lens
is set to accept industry standard
cine motors and matte boxes. The
14-35mm lens is lightweight and comfortable to use with today’s smaller
4K cameras. For shooters looking for
a lightweight zoom that can be used
as a handheld, capturing wide angles in tight spaces, it’s ideal.
The PL 14-35 covers 31.5mm sensor size on a digital cinema style
camera. While sensors on standard
broadcast cameras are all the same
size, sensors on digital cine cameras
vary greatly. This new zoom ensures
the image captured will cover large
sensors for optimal, full-frame resolution. A nine-blade iris part of the design as well, creating the most natural-looking imagery possible.

Fujinon Cabrio Premier 85mm300mm
While the PL 85-300 is similar in size
and weight as the PL 19-90, its longer focal length makes it ideal for
shooting documentaries, nature
and wildlife, and car commercials,
among other demanding production scenarios. The PL 85-300 offers
a focal length of 85-218mm at T2.9
and 300mm at T4.0, with 200-degree focus rotation.
Designed using the latest optical
simulation technology, the PL 85300 Cabrio not only offers exceptional optical performance in the
centre of the image but in the corners of the frame as well. The PL
85-300 is equipped with flange focal distance adjustment, a MOD of
1.2m, a macro function for objects
as close as 97cm (38-inches), and
covers a 31.5mm diagonal sensor
size.
Click here more info on Fujinon
lenses
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Review: Logickey Astra Keyboard
I have used a specific Logickeyboard for something like 15+ years,
designed specifically for use with
the Vegas video editing system It
is very long in the tooth these days
from constant use; all the mechanics
are still OK, but some of the keycaps
are worn and after this
amount of time, some of
When transitioning from Germany to
the etched commands on
Switzerland, as good as the Teutonic
them for Vegas have since
Autobahns are, the differences still
changed and others added
surprised me.
so it is also out of date in that
The roads were billiard table smooth, sense.
the bridges as precision engineered
As a keyboard for
as a fine Swiss watch and the whole
straight
typing
thing was a delight to experience.
though, I have
Even if it did cost €50 to enter the
yet to find one betcountry.
ter – the closest believe it
Which segues me nicely to the new or not is on my Tandy Model 100
Logickeyboard® I received the other which came out in 1982! (And still
day from new Australian distributor, works perfectly).
About 15 years ago, I had the good
fortune to be able to drive through
Switzerland. This was done while following the route the blokes from the
TV show Top Gear took whilst trying
to find the :best driving road In the
world” (which ended up being from
Davos in Switzerland to Stelio in Italy).

Sydney based Adimex.
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This new Logickeyboard Astra though

is at another level altogether and the
build and precision of it reminded me
of those exquisite Swiss roads.
This new model is heavier and feels
more solid than my original, and
the “feel”, such an impor-

tant part of a
keyboard, is just right. When you
switch to a new keyboard, whether
it be temporarily, say using another
computer, or permanently when ac-

HARDWARE
quiring a new one for your own use,
often it takes quite some time to get
used to it.
With the Logickeyboard Astra, I had
no such issues as was up to typing
speed within minutes. Logickeyboard
say it has been engineered

to be able to sustain 10 MILLION keystrokes a day by
the way!
The key mapping has been extensively overhauled to reflect how Vegas has matured over the years to
start with and the key mechanisms

now based on a “scissor switch” system. All keys are now backlit too, a
huge leap forward and a must have
in my opinion, and can display 5 different lighting levels.
There is a longer 1.8 metre cable too,
and the company has seen fit to add
2 USB ports to the rear of the unit,
which is a very welcome addition for
those of us who use devices such as
the Loupedeck CT and Blackmagic
Design ATEM Mini Pro.
I have detailed lots about my issues 12 months ago regarding
the symptoms and fixes for
Carpal Tunnel, and feel very
strongly as a consequence
that in this day and age where
we simply cannot escape the keyboard / mouse combination in our
daily lives, then scrimping on these
devices is really, really bad economy
thinking.
So yes, at AUD$240 the price of the
Logickeyboard Astra for Vegas is
certainly not in you $2 Shop bargain

basement dump bin (and nor is the
Logitech MX Vertical Mouse at $168),
but in the longer term, trust me, these
are a very, very good investment.
The bonus of course is that the Logickeyboard Astra for Vegas makes using
the program itself much more of a
delight and easier too. And you even
get to find commands you may not
have known existed further speeding
up your workflow!
Logickeyboards are not just available for Vegas of course; there is a
whole range of units out there for all
the major video editing applications
including AVID Media Composer
and DaVinci Resolve as well as 3D /
modelling applications such as Maxon Cinema 4D and graphics applications including Photoshop and other
Adobe products.
There is also a bunch of add-ons such
as protective skins, wipes and even
spare parts available.
See the Adimex website to get the
full range.
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Review: DJI OM4 Smartphone Stabiliser
Gimbals and
stabilisers have
become
all the rage for
the DSLR / Mirrorless set. But
smartphone users needn't miss
out

Review: OM4

in my hot, sweaty hands …

Back in 2018 on a trip to Augusta
in the south west of WA (where we
stayed at the magnificent Wrenwood
Chalets) I tested
the
pre-predecessor of
the DJI OM
4 (which was
called
the
OSMO 2).

(Every time I see or say “OM” I keep
thinking of Olympus cameras I confess).

And I was bloody
impressed to say the
least. DJI has used all
that knowledge gained
from their famous drones
to pack some very clever
electronics into something
that everyone who shoots
on a smartphone should
have in my opinion.
And now I have an OM 4
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Yes there has been a name
change for whatever reason,
substituting the OM for the
“Osmo” and I guess
DJI has a reason. The
fact is though, it is just
as easy to set up and
use, and DJI has made
some subtle but very nice
improvements to the OSMO
2 and OSMO 3 iterations of
the gadget.
The most obvious is in the smartphone holding mechanism. It is now
a dual choice system, with both employing magnets to grip the phone.
You have a choice of a temporary method whereby the phone is
placed in a magnetic cradle which

HARDWARE
is married to the main unit of the OM4
(if you have a thinner smartphone
such as an iPhone SE, some silicon
patches are supplied to “bulk it up”
a bit).

Permanent
The second way, which is a bit
more permanent involves
adding a magnetic ring to
the rear of your phone using
stick on patches. This ring is
then attached directly to the
OM 4 bypassing the grippy
holder entirely.
The choice is yours, but I suspect
most will opt for the non-permanent
measure unless it is for example, a
commercial shoot with an expendable phone or one not to be used for
anything else.
As before (and took me a while to
work out with the OSMO 2 as no doccos were supplied for that one), an
APP is needed to get the most benefit out of the OM4. Like other DJI devices such as the OSMO Action and

the OSMO Pocket, the DJI MIMO app
is the one you need to download
and install.
As before also, which really got on my
wick last time, you need to register
the device and app and this needs
your phone to use I had to do this as
it required a phone with
USB C and mine at the
time, a Samsung Galaxy 7 was only USB 2.
No such problem this
time around – I was testing with the
new Google Pixel 4a (reviewed here)
and my main current phone is a Huawei P30 also USB C based.

Operation
Once you have the smartphone mounted, all operations are via five controls.
To check the battery status of
the OM 4, you simply press the
M button once.
To power up the OM 4, the
‘M’ button is used by pressing

and holding it. Next, fire up Bluetooth
on your phone When it has started
and been activated, on the app you
tap the top left corner of the screen
where here is a camera icon, and
you will enter camera view mode.
At this time, pressing the M button
once again will toggle between
photo and video modes. Pressing the M button
twice toggles between landscape
and portrait mode.
Nice and easy.
The next control is a
zoom slider on the left side
of the OM 4, pushing this up
or down with the thumb zooms
in or out. Back on the rear and
up and to the left of the M button is a button “joystick” which
depending on how and where
you press it modifies the pitch or
the pan of the OM 4.
If you know press the front trig-
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ger twice, it will re-centre the OM
4 gimbal. Pressing the front trigger
three times switches between front
and back cameras.
Finally there is a shutter button marked
with a red dot and as expected, this
is a simple on / off operation.
If you want to enter a standby mode,
a single press of the M button and
the OM 4 will beep once to advise it
has entered this mode. To exit back
to full operation, you press the zoom
trigger once.

to damage on being overstressed so
am not inclined to
try and use it for
anything with any
weight such as a
dSLR.

Power

The
OM
4
is
charged via USBC and a cable is
provided (as is a soft
bag carry case and a
wrist strap). DJI claim 2
Finally to power off, press the M but- hours to charge and then
ton until it beeps twice. You can then 15 hours usage after that.
simply fold the OM 4 up for storage
In Use
after removing the phone.
In a word, dead easy. It just
Construction
works. As it should.
The main unit is solid but hot too heavy
Sure, you have to rememand constructed of a non-slip polyber what controls what, but
carbonate material. The add on triafter
a
pod which attaches via standard ¼”
thread on the base of the main unit
is of a similar construction, but I suspect the legs might be a little prone
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few goes it becomes second nature.
There’s little more to say about it
really! And this is what makes a
really good device. There
are no gotchas (that
I found anyway).
1. Attach phone
2.
3.
4.

Connect
Go

Choose whatever mode
and orientation you want.

More Info
If you want more information, including purchasing options are
available at https://www.dji.com/
au/om-4

HARDWARE

Review: Flashforge Adventurer 3 3D printer
What the hell is a review of a 3D Now for anyone involved – past or
printer doing in a magazine / website present – in model railway making,
particularly Hornby HO gauge, they
about video and filmmaking?
will know purchasing the
Well Dear Readers, I beg of you to
genuine article buildpersist and read on as I do think you
ings and accessories
will find this interesting…
from Hornby such
as railway crossing,
And useful.
light poles, platAt the beginning of the year, I de- forms etc, is bloody
cided to indulge in a lifelong passion, expensive (a price
model railways. Well re-indulge really tag of £40 is not unas back in the UK in the 60s we had a known per unit), so
monster set in the attic.
I toyed with lookWhat triggered this was a story I did ing at 3D printers,
back in October last year on a chap as online there is a
in the UK who had a fantastic mod- plethora of models
el railway set and had pioneered a you can download,
way of shooting video from it via a print, assemble and
GoPro and then using Vegas Pro 17 then paint for next to
and very clever motion Bezier masks, nothing.

for me to work casually at the local
JayCar store (as reported previously)
re-introduced me to the technology

added “real” backgrounds to the BeerVirus™ put a kivideo, thus mimicking exactly the lo- bosh on the idea temcation he had built in miniature.
porarily, but the offer
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as the company sells three different era in the Adventurer 3.
models.
The time of print depends on the
In-store I played around with the complexity of the model of course.
demo unit and convinced myself to The longest I have had was my first
buy one after a few weeks, the Flash- print, a very detailed Dalek from Dr
Who that stands 150mm tall, and this
forge Adventurer 3.
took approximately 12 hours. My avFilament
erage print for model railway comThis unit prints using IPL or ABS filament ponents so far is just on an hour by
(I am using IPL) models up to 150mm comparison.
x 150mm and you can either print
directly from your PC or Mac (using If you want the full technical specs of
*.g or *.gx files) via Wifi or through a the Adventurer 3D, then click here.
network, or via their CloudForge sys- So where does video fit in?
tem using the – well Cloud (internet)
where you can send any number of Limits
formats, and the website will con- The limit of just what you can print is
vert them to the *g* format for you only limited by a) your imagination
and “slice” the images / models, and b) time, c) the availability of a model
then send back to the printer for local and d) if no model is available, how
printing (you register your printer with keen you are to get your hands dirty
the cloud to identify it). You have the in 3D modelling software to make
option before printing of sizing, scal- your own.
ing and placing the model.
To cover a) is straightforward, b) is not
You can even do this remotely and an issue as you can print overnight
then watch the print, also remotely, if you wish (the Adventurer draws
as it occurs using an inbuilt web cam- 150W but we are on solar so no bigPAGE 30

gie there. It depends on what you
want and any number of websites
contain the *stil files of thousands of
free and paid models for just about
anything you can imagine (I use Thingiverse and yet to be beaten
on searching for a
model).
When it comes to
d), for many years
I have been using
Cinema 4D from
Maxon to create
3D models and
whilst
nowhere
near an expert, do
possess
sufficient
efficiency to make
basic stuff for my needs and am
currently undergoing a further training course online to hone my skills.
And this is where video comes in and
I need to digress for a moment.
As many know, one of my pet hates
when reviewing cameras and camcorders is there non-ability to view
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the LCD screens in sunlight. If there is ing? Priceless!
an EVF, this is not so much an issue of
I am already thinking of building cuscourse.
tom dollies, GoPro mounts and simiWhen it does become an issue lar using the Flashforge Adventurer 3
though, is when flying drones to get and IO am sure many other ideas will
footage – I use a Mavic Mini – and you pop into my head.
need to hijack your smartphone to
act as monitor. For many smartphones,
particularly those
without an AMOLED
screen, in sunlight
they are unreadable thus rendered useless.
So, guess what?
Using the Adventurer 3 I am currently
designing and modelling
a sunshade system to eliminate this
problem once and for all.

‘Having now had the Adventurer
3 for a few weeks, I am of the firm
belief that a 3D printer will become
another tool in the filmmakers’ toolbox alongside other things we might
not have thought of only a few short
Using it is dead easy once you disyears ago.
cover a couple of quirks (which are
not deal breakers by any stretch). Could we have imagined drones,
The documentation leaves a bit to 360° degree cameras, affordable unbe desired, but that seems to be nor- derwater shooting, attaching cammal these days and there is a heap eras to race cars or yachts or aircraft
of tutorials and so on, on the ‘net of that only cost a few hundred dollars
in say, 1980?
course.

Cinema 4D might be a tad expensive
for some, but in comparison to many
packages of this ilk, it is much easier
to pick up and https://www.blender.
org/ there is a fantastic intro tutorial
system at Greyscale Gorilla. Failing
When finished it will house the con- that, Blender is Open Source and free
troller of the Mavic Mini and the and will accomplish most tasks I believe.
smartphone in a single unit.
Cost of the build? In materials, estimated at around $2! Satisfaction rat-

Conclusion

Or could the Star Wars model makers have envisaged being to print a
model overnight and shooting it the
next day on a green screen or compositing on a computer costing a
$1000?
Next time you are in or near a JayCar
store, pop in and have a look (there
is a bigger model available too) and
ask for a demo.
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Review: Sennheiser MKE200 microphone
We have said it before

and

say

it

(and

we’ll

again
again

and

the

best

look-

ing visuals, but
then are of-

again

no

lighting rigs to get

doubt).

ing they’ll leave poste
haste, whereas bad
visuals will be tolerated,

especially

ten let down

on mobile de-

by

vices where it is

muddy,

nasty

au-

almost

expect-

Audio is AS

dio usually

ed due to small

important if

obtained

screen sizes and

not

MORE

by the de-

lower

important

fault mic on

than

the

their

visuals.

And

recording

excuse as audio stalwarts

so often it is

system - such

and experts in the field Sennheiser

treated as an

as

afterthought – or

phone

a

video

has released the AUD$199 MKE 200,

(ugh!)

a small directional mic designed specifically for dSLR / mirrorless cameras,

It’s very much a
for vloggers who fine
tune their video and
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Well now there is no

smart-

not thought of at all.
This is especially true

resolutions.

camcorders and even smartphones.

truism that if your
audience

cannot

It is slightly larger than an old-time film

hear what you are say-

canister (remember those?) or if you

AUDIO
were born after 1990 or thereabouts, is

er-y touches such as the mic jack

69mm x 60mm x 39mm in a cylindrical

is a lockable type stopping it be-

shape with an integrated cold shoe

ing pulled out accidentally while

mount and single 3.5mm min jack.

recording and a dead cat wind
sock is included as is a carry bag.

It comes with two
light

You also get a proper written Quick

con-

Guide as against having to go on-

necting

line to get a PDF (which I detest).

coiled
blue

audio cables,

one

The quality of the recordings is

designed

well up there to Sennheis-

for stand-

er’s standards in our test.

ard

au-

dio

(TRS)

At AUD$199 the MKE 200

and

the

won’t break the bank and is a

4

very good price to pay for the

pole type (TTRS)

quality you get, both in the

other
for

a

smartphones.

physical build and the quality
of the recordings you’ll get.

You
full

can

get

specifications

the
here.

See

https://en-au.sennheiser.com/

mke-200 for more details and locaThere are some nice little Sennheis-

tions of resellers.
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Interview:
Adobe Australia

We had the great pleasure of being
able to interview Michael Stoddart the
Director of Digital Media Enterprises
along with Jon Barrie, Strategic Development Manager Creative Cloud,
Adobe A/NZ.
We got some interesting answers
to our questions as you will read
AV: In the current climate (COVID
etc), how important is the world of
creativity?
MS: Adobe believes that creativity is a key
differentiator – in business, education and
life in general. The last few months during
COVID has shown just how much creativity is essential – from personal expression by
recreating famous paintings, making personal videos for social media – right up to
business and brands creatively reaching
out to their customers and users, and social
causes creatively raising awareness
Adobe has seen an explosion of people
exploring creative tools – watching online
tutorials, engaging streaming creative artists, testing out new media
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AV: What medium does Adobe consider the most important influential
at this time (print, video, audio etc.)
and why?
MS: We’ve
seen

peo-

ple increase
output in all
media – social awareness posters, lip synching to audio – but the largest would be the use of
video to creatively express themselves, especially with our Premiere Rush. Video has
become the go to form for quickly and effectively speaking out. And not just standard phone video – effects, edits, titling –

creative using our mobile and cloud ap-

anyone place, edit, animate, record and

plications – Spark, Rush, PS Camera, Aero

share 3D AR experiences

– easy to engage, fast to get a great result, and the scale to go further should you
want to explore even greater creative expression

AV: The smartphone particularly has
turned the way we create and consume media on its head. What future developments does Adobe see in
this space to even further enhance
the experience?
MS: As the smart phone increased in
power, we see it becoming an even more
relevant tool for creating, not just consum-

AV: 4K is moving quickly to 8K.
Does Adobe see this as important
or simply that it allows hardware
vendors particularly to sell more
gear as 4K plateaus? If 8K is an
important steppingstone, why does
Adobe think that way and what is
it working on to take advantage
of the extra resolution and actually
make it beneficial? And assuming
this is valid, is the next logical step
16K? Or is this then just getting out
of hand?

ing. For example, we’ve had Adobe Cap-

JB: 8K media

ture for a long time – allowing anyone to

provides unpar-

grab colour, textures, patterns from real

alleled

life whenever inspiration strikes. And Photo-

and promises to

AV: What is Adobe’s main strength in
the creativity workplace?

shop Lightroom on a mobile has the same

change the vid-

power as the desktop

eo industry. 400

MS: Creativity should be possible for eve-

But a rapidly emerging creative process is

ryone. Adobes main strength is that while

Augmented Reality. Not just consuming it

we obviously have a platform for creative

on a mobile, but using the mobile phone

professionals who live 24/7 in a creative

as an integral part of the creation and de-

space, more and more people are being

livery process. Adobe Aero powerfully lets

sophisticated video tools are now on your
phone including high quality output and
rapid distribution

percent
resolution

quality

higher
than

4K video, allowing greater flexibility in
creative decisions – even if final output is
lesser resolution. The Tokyo Olympics are
planned to still be broadcast in 8K
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In 2008 Adobe Premiere Pro CS4 was the

low our creative customers to expand their

back’ experience of long form printed

first NLE to support 4K and native R3D files

capabilities into new areas. For example –

content is still widely sought out. The explo-

keeping in-line with Adobe’s mission to “En-

Dimension is filling the need for ‘synthetic

sion in “long tail” magazines – high quality,

able Creativity for All”

photography’ in these times when product

beautifully designed, luxurious stock – that

shoots are challenging, and the demands

express highly creative layout, design and

of content velocity requires images of mul-

typography, will always prove the value of

tiple versions of products.

print

sumed resolution and there is a race to

As an example, Adobe Dimension also al-

Further, the highly expressive packaging

make 8K a standard acquisition format.

lows long term Adobe Illustrator designers

market is another area where print is prov-

to move into the new content areas of 3D

ing itself. Quality brands, luxurious packag-

and augmented reality – placing flat art-

ing, new print technologies are coming

work packaging design into 3D products

into their own and allow graphic designers

and placing them in the ‘real world’ as an

new means of expression

In the early days of 4K/UHD camera’s FullHD was still considered more than enough
for consumers. In 10 years, 4K is now a con-

16K would be the logical next acquisition
once 8K finds its niche, such as large format
projection or large video walls where the
resolution equates to immersion.
Premiere Pro has limited users to 16K projects for some time, with the appetite for
8K growing and video decode hardware
maturing that limit will be addressed in time
too.

AR experience
Character Animator also had great success both in live to air – Our Cartoon President for example – as well as in Education
where it allows students to present content
using their cartoon avatars

AV: How important are the Dimension, Fuse and Character Animator
product lines when such apps as
iClone and Character Creator “appear” to be far more advanced and
accepted?
MS: Extremely important as these tools alPAGE 36

AV: Arguably, audio is as important
as visuals, but Adobe does not appear to be “blazing any trails”: in
this area eg 3D audio as Sennheiser etc are doing? Or is there stuff in
development or partnership are the
way to go longer term?

AV: Is physical print (ie paper) still
a valid medium now and into the MS: Audio is often more important that
future?
visuals. As radio effectively communicates
MS: Definitely. Print as a medium for news
is being supplanted by digital, but there’s
more to print than newspapers. The ‘lean

without any vision, low quality video and
clear audio keeps an audience longer
than high quality video and a terrible mix
or distorted audio.

INTERVIEW
AV: Will the “lite versions” of say Phopopularity with Podcasters, especially nections with Media Encoder and the full toshop, Premiere etc be continued as
where they provide a video of the podcast engine of export formats allowing Audition consumer products?
Recently, Adobe Audition had grown in

and finally, Audition also has direct con-

as part of their distribution channels.

to provide the final export without needing

For several cycles the Audition team have
been working on improving launch speeds,

an editor to load the mix or stems to export
in a tight deadline.

JB: The Elements tools are full rich applications with many of the features of the
Creative Cloud counterparts. In fact, our

AV: What does Adobe see as the AI technology often ships first in these tools,
scalability, overall stability and improved “Next Big Thing? Supplementary and they are well loved for anyone workpost-production pipeline integration.
questions for my own interest and ing with images or video.
not necessarily for print
playback responsiveness, session (project)

In the CC 2018 release cycle Audition sup-

The latest 2020 release of Premiere Ele-

port for native Premiere Pro project files

MS: The next “Big Thing” will be based on

provided post-production pipeline efficien-

remote creative efficiency and accuracy.

ting rave reviews as the best consumer ap-

cies in time to delivery. Audition can open

Machine Learning (ML) was already being

plications

a .prproj file and open a desired sequence

developed in these directions, but COV-

with all of the non-destructive audio clip

ID-19 has shone a spotlight on the multi-lay-

and track effects applied in Premiere Pro.

ered importance of cloud-based services,

The video layer is imported as a dynamic

workflows and speed improvements with

link to Premiere Pro while connecting to

smarter software. We began our focus on

MS: We provide Cineman4D Lite for our

the same original source files that Premiere

ML technology and branded it as Adobe

After Effects users, allowing them to investi-

Pro used in the edit. This expedites multiple

Sensei a few years ago with recent exam-

gate and support complex 3D capabilities.

stages and steps of the hand over. Primar-

ples in features such as AutoDucking music

ily there is no exchange file and perfect fi-

when it overlaps a voice track in both Au-

delity. No time or space wasted on making

dition and Premiere Pro and AutoReframe

new audio files with handles or rebuilding

to auto-pan and scan to reframe a wide

the audio filters from scratch. On central

video to square or vertical in Premiere Pro

storage an Editorial and Audio team can

and Premiere Rush.

edit in place with the one copy of assets

ments / Photoshop Elements has been get-

AV: Is Adobe going to enter the “serious” 3D workspace , for example Cinema 4D etc?

Adobe has also purchased Medium – to
accelerate creative production of 3D and
immersive creativity. Coupled with the purchase of Algorithmic Substance, Adobe is
definitely supporting the serious 3D creative market
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Review: Google Pixel 4a Smartphone

R

emember back when a
conversation was started
by someone asking, “what
sort of phone do you use?” Or alternatively, “What plan are you
on and are you with Telstra or Optus?”.

me these days are the specialised
apps that are designed for specific
purposes such as those used to control cameras and camcorders, mics,
drones and other similar devices.

been usable in super bright sunlight.

So it was with some trepidation that
when the Google Pixel 4a turned up
for testing, that I charged it up overnight and then, in probably what I
would call 90% bright sunlight, I venDaylight Usage
This means that a phone for me must tured with it into the great wide open
have one very important feature. spaces.
And that is to be able actually see No, it’s not perfect, but certainly far
and use the screen outdoors in bright better than anything else I have tried
sunlight (I have the same require- to date, is the verdict. For the Mament for my cameras / camcorders vic Mini it would be usable certainly,
too as regular readers will know).
without having to guess half the time

Those basic times are long gone, as
have the basic phones that were the
subject matter of those convos. In
the past (20 years ago we are talking), my major concern with a mobile
phone – they weren’t smartphones
as yet – was that I could call someone, and they could call me.
For example, if I am using a smartphone to control my DJI Mavic Mini
Simple.
drone and I cannot see the screen,
Today, that function is for many peo- then there is simply no point. It’s as
ple, the LEAST important, with the easy as that.

where a specific control is or what
the camera is seeing.
So in that area, the Pixel 4a gets a
tick.

I would like to have a little more
With this in mind I have tried many screen real estate I admit, and I wish
For mine, the ability to communicate phones over the years – a Samsung I could get the text size a little larger,
verbally is still paramount, and whilst Note 3 and Note 7, a Samsung A30, but you can’t have it all ways.
I do use some of the more general- and Huawei P30 come immediately
ised apps, what is also important to to mind and not one of them has
“app” reigning supreme.
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Camera

light and no flash that also has a special “astrophotography” mode letting you shoot long exposures of the
starry, starry night (as long as you use
a tripod of course) and Live HDR with
dual exposure control for rich image
and colour quality shots and video.
In the latter mode, sliders on screen
are used to change brightness and
shadows pre-shot.

Having many different cameras at
my fingertips, using a smartphone as
a camera is not a biggie for me, but
having said that, the camera system
of the Pixel 4a is very good. There is
none of this multiple camera / lens
nonsense, with a single camera front
and back with a 12.2Mp f/1.7 sensor
and an excellent piece of post processing software second to none I Other functions include Social Share,
have ever tested before.
Portrait, Portrait Blur and something
a little different called Google Lens
For fans of million x zoom lenses etc
whereby the camera is used to scan
by the way, there isn’t one, just a
to PDF, translate text, scan QR codes
digital zoom that we all know by now
and so on.
never to use yes? Actually it is not
THAT bad, and is operated by ges- Of course being a Google phone
tures, but there is no way it can be meaning they call all the shots on its
compared to a real zoom lens in a construction and design and runs Anreal camera in my opinion. Call me a droid, all the apps should work and I
photo-snob of you wish. I can take it. couldn’t find fault with any of mine,

from the current Huawei P30 I am using by connecting the two together

with the supplied cable.
128GB
of
on
board
storage is
more than
enough
for most
users
I
w o u l d
imagine
– and it
has
to
be as this
cannot
be
expanded
via plug
in memory
(microSD), nor
which is more than I can say for many can you run
On gestures, these are also used to
others that are supposedly 100% An- dual SIMS by
navigate and copy and paste.
the way.
droid.
There are a couple of specialist
Setup was quite painless, and I eas- Google Assistant is embedded into
modes, namely Night Sight for low
ily copies all apps, data and settings the Pixel 4a of course.
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Additionally, there is a headphone
jack (hallelujah), fingerprint sensor,
Bluetooth, NFC, Wi-Fi and GPS as
would be expected.
I did get almost 24 hours out of the
battery though – I have seen others
say they did get the full 24, but camera apps and drone controllers tend
to me power hungry so I put it down
to those.
The Pixel 4a is also not waterproofed
and doesn’t support QI wireless
charging, but for AUD$599 (Harvey
Norman, JB Hi-Fi), it’s a very goof buy
for what you do get.
Oh and it’s only available in black as
Henry Ford said once.

Conclusion
I for one cannot ever justify paying
the sky-high prices for top-of-therange smartphones. Amounts over
$1500 are not unheard of these days,
and even a $2K phone barely raises
a murmur anymore.
Why spend that much if slapping
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down $599 gets you the same functionality at the end of the day?
Who cares if it doesn’t fold in two,
come in a million shades of gold
leaf or red rose (or whatever it
is called) and is more desired
as a fashion accessory than a
functional tool?

side, don’t want a phone getting up
to a tablet’s physical size, not spend
a fortune, have guaranteed Android

If I am spending serious money
(and I still call $599 serious money), I want something that will
pay for itself. And no I am not
interested in long term, “plans”
offered by carriers – I like owning my phone and not giving
them exorbitant fees.
The Google Pixel 4a ticks all the
boxes in areas that matter to
me. Yes, to use it outside you
do need to crank the display
brightness to the full 100% and
also use the “dark” theme, but it
works.
So, if you need to use a camera /
camcorder / mic / drone apps out-

compatibility
and 3 years updates for free, get a
Google Pixel 4a phone.
Still. Simple.

